Original-Mail vom 28.03.2020
Our dear Sebastian and friends of Hilfe Adimaly,
We are so happy that you all are healthy and wealthy till now. We don’t know what will
happen tomorrow .Let us pray for each other. Corona cases are less in Kerala than other state. One
case detected from Idukki district. Please take care of yourself.
Something about Morning Star. I know that you all are so happy to hear about your own hospital
morning star medical centre. One good news that we registered our hospital.(Derpan) wing of blind
society We conducted mega medical camp . We got 60 cataract cases. Now we have phacco machine
(sponsored by you only) posted the operation cases. Next day announced “shut down” to prevent
Corona. Unfortunately No surgery done. Whenever we are trying our best to improve hospital these
type of calamity occurred.
Fire and safety department given the date for inspection. After inspection only we get NOC.That
also cancelled because of corona. What to do. It is very difficult to get Noc.Unfortunatly everything is
going wrong. I believe that God has a plan up on us.
Now Govt. insists us to give our hospital for corona patients. Really I am in a struggle. We are
willing to help suffering people. But our Govt. never give money .During flood we spent 50000/-Rs for
treating injured people. But Govt. not given any payment. Approached Revenue department 5 times.
The will say “YES” without any effect. This is our Government. They will give everything to Govt sector
only. Now we isolated 15 Rooms in 3rd floor. 3 contact cases are there for Isolation. Govt.has the
obligation to provide personal protective equipment to staff. But nothing for private hospital. One set
cost 1000/- Rs. Now patients are not coming to hospital. We have to give salary to doctors and nurses.
I don’t know how to manage. Doctors are not willing to adjust their salary. Input is “o” we never expect
these type of calamities. We assure our prayers. Please pray for us. God only can change situation
pleasant.
Thanks & Regards,

Sr.Lincy CSN
Morning Star Medical Centre
Nazareth Hill |Adimaly|Idukky | 685561
Mob :- 9447122018.ph:- 04864222240| http://msmedicalcentre.org/

Original-Mail vom 29.03.2020
My dear Sebastian and hilfe friends
Dear friends how are you? I hope you might have seen my mail. Our hospital is selected as isolation
hospital for Corona contact cases. One important problem we are facing is our staff’s safety. There
is no personal protective equipment kit. (PPE) It is not provided by Government and sending the
patients. Our doctors, sisters, Nurses safety is my responsibility now. One kit cost Rs 800/- my friends,
in this acute emergency will you be able to help me to buy some of that kit. And also have to provide
disposable gown, mask, cap, abron, sanitizer goggless, special shoes etc. How to buy it I don’t know.
We have only 2 ventilators in ccu. To help Corona patients we need more ventilators also. The one we
have is sponsored by hilfe Adimaly friends. So many people survived with that ventilator till now.

Whenever seeing that I remember you with gratitude. I hope your good self will help us in this situation.
If there is an out brake of disease in Idukki, there is no other major hospital in this area to provide
service. So we have a fear that if it happens, it is very difficult to manage them.
Christ may not allow to happen this .We are always in prayer. Nothing can be done. Expecting
your help let me conclude with prayer and gratitude.

